
Skylabs (VSL)  

Vetter Ecosystem is 
pleased to announce 
the upcoming presale 
for Skylabs ($VSL) on 
August 21st at 3pm 
EST. Limited to 1,000 
whitelist participants. 

Launching 21st Aug 



What is the Vetter Ecosystem?

The Vetter Ecosystem is a community-led project that 
raises the bar for integrity and reputability in the 
decentralized finance space. Through community-set 
standards and benchmarks for excellence in early 
blockchain projects, community members have the 
opportunity to make wise investments in new projects — 
before they even hit the market. 

The Vetter Ecosystem is expanding this summer, as the project prepares to launch 
the Vetter Skylabs Launchpad (VSL) token. VSL stakers are guaranteed allocation 
for top-tier, highest-vetted, exclusive projects. 



3 Reasons to Share Vetter Ecosystem’s  
Skylabs (VSL) Presale with Your Audience

Skylabs (VSL) is a top-tier Launchpad opportunity with an experienced 9-person in-
house dev team and a proven success track record. Their first project launched the 
CrowdX dApp last year and is now used by over 10,000 investors to access trusted 
data on early-stage blockchain projects. The team has innovated many propriety 
Web3 solutions with more pending release later this year (see roadmap).  

The Vetter Ecosystem has already earned trust in the DeFi community, establishing 
itself as a credible, fully doxxed resource for early-stage blockchain project 
research. The VSL token offers non-custodial staking— which means the tokens 
staked are safely secure in the smart contact, controlled by the staker (2 CertiK 
Audits).

Those who secure a spot on the whitelist have an opportunity to join the Skylabs 
(VSL) presale. This gives access to $VSL at its lowest price, which means more 
guaranteed allocations in top-tier projects launching from Skylabs, as well as 
Royalties that share revenue with stakers. 1,000 whitelist spots available. 

*VSL token stakers will have VIP access to exclusive blockchain projects meeting the highest 
standards. Only they can participate in projects that launch from Vetter Skylabs Launchpad.

Experience

Trust

Opportunity



An encouraged, sovereign 
community of investors who 

recognize the trust in 
decentralised finance and 

strive to influence the future of 
blockchain innovation and 

regulation.

Our Vision:
To empower the investor to 

make smarter investments for 
themselves based on research-

backed data collated from 
Web3 crowdsourcing to support 

financial sovereignty with 
balance between 

decentralisation and 
centralisation.

Our Mission:
A community of mature 

investors brought together by 
community-defined metrics 

and benchmarks of a successful 
early-stage blockchain project.

Our Impact:



Community-Elected Project Architects 

As an innovator and mentor to startups for over 20-years taking them 
from zero to multiple-millions— Robyn's mastery runs deep. With a 
focused refinement in branding, marketing, business development, and 
communications, Robyn leads with both the head and the heart. Her 
innate stage and video presence leads in ways that inspire genuine 
connection. From internal operations and execution, to leading devs and 
whale groups on behalf of the vision itself— Linn innovates resiliently, 
producing new messaging and branding with a flow that is almost 
superhuman. The ultimate thought leader in her space that magnifies in 
the most elegant way. Connect with her on LinkedIn here. 

Robyn Linn

Affectionately called ‘The Wiz of Oz,’ Klingler is tirelessly bustling 
behind-the-scenes to bring the Vetter community into further 
advancement for its vast ecosystem. Klingler serves as a global visionary, 
proposing striking ideas that the community can implement, develop, 
and bring to market— all with the ultimate goal of bringing decentralised 
freedom to the Vetter Ecosystem and Skylabs family. Evolving faster than 
you can say.. Decentralised Finance! Connect with him on LinkedIn here. 

Head of Business, Brand & Communications

James’ responsibilities include creating new smart contracts, which he 
does brilliantly with a team of 9 in-house devs. He is the go-to genius in 
the Vetter tech community, specializing in ‘creating what hasn’t ever 
existed before.’ James innovates and constantly improves Vetter’s very 
own digital infrastructure as a Web3 trailblazer. James is known in the 
Vetter community as a reliable leader, offering his team solutions to tech 
challenges. A remarkable developer! Connect with him on LinkedIn here. 

Jeremy James
Head of Software InnovationEach year the community votes on who will be the visionary 

architects to make key decisions on behalf of the Vetter 
Ecosystem as the DAO governance tools and guidelines are 
developed. This process includes an in-house blockchain-
authenticated voting contract used for community-directed 
decisions. See Whitepaper for more details.

Mike Klingler
Lead Visionary

https://www.linkedin.com/in/robynlinn/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mikeklingler/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jeremytjames/


Community Team Contributors 

David Sharpe
Development Architect

Todd
Development Architect

Neil
Development Architect

Daniël Zondervan
UI Developer

Lauren Klepacki
Graphics and UI Developer

Phyllis Cianfrano
Community Ambassador/Scout/Vetter

Scott Laurie
Lead Moderator

Paul Herron
Moderator

Louise Fredirko
Auditor

Jonathan 
Lead Moderator/QA Tester

Jesse
Auditor

Adian Soare
Video Editor

Jack Haines
Team Operations

Adam Bushey
Lead of Quality

Ryan Celestain
Lead Auditor



Vetter’s Approach

● Identifying the future of successful projects with the greatest returns 
within a solid community of mature investors, while bringing integrity and 
trust to the world of decentralised finance.  

● Providing the tools needed for success when investing in early-stage 
blockchain projects with the CrowdX dApp— a Web3 tool that leverages 
crowdsourced investor research data, utilised by thousands of members to 
find the best new-to-market projects. 

● Thoroughly ‘vetting’ projects using community-decided metrics and 
benchmarks for a promising investment, without giving financial advice. 



Vetter token, the first project developed and launched by Vetter Ecosystem, saw a 40x (4000%) return for 
presale participants at its highest point. At its lowest point, it never dropped below a 4x (400%) return. 
Even in August of 2022 during a bear market, it maintains above a 6x (600%) return   

Over 10,000 people using Vetter’s dApp, created by their in-house developer team 

Trusted research on early-stage blockchain projects based on community-gathered metrics and 
benchmarks that could make for an excellent project to invest in 

CrowdX Platform, offering extensive tools such as Vetter Tracker, used to give notifications of project 
launch updates to users,  to make project research easier for the Vetter Community 

Skylabs Launchpad and Vsale Launchpad, offering access to top-tier early-stage projects to onlookers, 
vetted at the highest standards, where stakers receive royalties from revenue generated at both launchpads 

Launch of Vetter Skylabs (VSL) token in late August of 2022, with spots currently up for grabs on their 
high-in-demand, exclusive whitelist

Vetter’s Accomplishments 



Vetter Ecosystem in Europe: 
Blockchain & Web3 Events 

For more than 2 months, Vetter Ecosystem held widely popular 
events across Europe, where its Lead in Communications & 
Business Advisor, Robyn Linn, took to the stage. She discussed 
innovative projects in the blockchain & Web3 space & offered 
solutions to developers facing deep challenges when launching 
their new projects.  





Skylabs VSL Launchpad 

Vetter is launching Skylabs (VSL) the 21st of August with guaranteed allocations 
going to $VSL stakers in top-tier projects that meet only the highest standards. 
Projects must demonstrate strong fundamentals with a clear path to revenue. 

● Staking is non-custodial (SAFU) 
● Stakers get guaranteed allocations in exclusive projects and Revenue Shares 
● 2 Certik Audits; 9-person in-house Dev team; Proprietary Web3 development



https://vetter.ai/whitelist 

https://t.me/SkylabsVSL 

https://vetter.ai/skylabs 

GET WHITELISTED

JOIN TELEGRAM

VISIT WEBSITE

https://vetter.ai/whitelist
https://t.me/SkylabsVSL
https://vetter.ai/skylabs

